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Dishoom, a retro-style Irani café in London’s buzzy
Covent Garden has become a terrific crowd-puller
BY ARUNDHATI BASU

T WAS CURIOSITY THAT
took me, on a bleak winter evening, to the doors of a New-Age
Irani café in London’s swish Covent Garden quarter. The all-day
cafe recently hit the headlines
after acing Yelp’s Top 100 places to eat in the
United Kingdom (Yelp is an online platform
that publishes crowd-sourced reviews of
restaurants and other businesses). On its
way to the top, it beat the likes of celebrity
chefs like Gordon Ramsay and Heston
Blumethal.
The café’s called Dishoom, which as
everyone from the subcontinent knows,
is about the sound of punches flying in
all directions in Bollywood movies. The
strain of zany, off-beat humour is evident
through the restaurant, from the retrostyle chequered floor to lethargically whirring ceiling fans and artlessly drooping
wires. It’s an upbeat version of the cafés
that were started in the mid-1900s by immigrants who fled from Yazd and Kerman
in Iran to Bombay and Poona.
“Dishoom is our way of paying homage

Dishoom has hit the right spot with its subtle twist on
Irani café food and quirky décor

to the dwindling culture of Irani cafés and
an attempt to tear down the complacency
that has developed in the long-standing
relationship between India and Britain.
The British identify India with cricket,
Bollywood, the Raj and curry houses. It
was time to refresh this relationship,” says
Shamil Thakrar, one of Dishoom’s owners.
Shamil started the first chapter of the

café in Covent Garden in 2010 along with
cousin Kavi Thakrar, and two brothers, Amar and Adarsh Radia. Today,
the Thakrars have taken over running
Dishoom which has shot to fame for its
all-day menu that features comfort food
typical to Bombay and its Irani cafés
such as keema pau, vada pau, kebabs and
berry biryanis. The drinks, both alcoholic
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and non-alcoholic, are spiced up by Carl
Brown, the award-winning ‘Daru-Wallah’
a.k.a bar manager. There’s a tongue-incheek reference to Brown’s good looks in
one of the bar’s rules that firmly states: ‘No
making eyes at the Daru-Wallah’.
Some Parsi jokes must be a little baffling
for customers who know nothing about
Irani cafés. At Dishoom’s Shoreditch
outlet, a blackboard refers to the rumour
that Irani café owners laced their tea with
opium: ‘All chai is coming strictly without
opium’, says the tongue-in-cheek sign.
At the Covent Garden café, my friend
and I sat at a community table, mopping up
juicy keema with crisp paus laced with butter and tucking into biryani garnished with
cranberries. It was many cuts above my
average curry experiences at Britain’s runof-the-mill Bangladeshi restaurants. By the
time we reached the end of our long- drawn
supper, I noticed with a pang of guilt that a
long, winding queue had gathered outside.
The café’s popularity resulted in the
owners expanding to Shoreditch in 2012
where they opened a huge sprawling restaurant that seats 220. Recently, in 2014, the
most modish of the restaurants has sprung
up in King’s Cross. Every week the Thakrars
draw in crowds of between 10,000 and
15,000 diners at the three cafés together.
Food critic Andy Hayler, who usually
dines at three-star Michelin restaurants

CAFÉ COOL

(FACING PAGE) DISHOOM CAFÉ’S MARBLE TABLES AND
VINTAGE-STYLE CEILING FANS GIVE IT A DISTINCTLY OLDWORLD LOOK; (TOP) COUSINS SHAMIL AND KAVI THAKRAR
ARE EXPANDING AND HAVE OPENED MORE DISHOOM CAFÉS;
(ABOVE) THE ZOROASTRIAN SYMBOL ASHO FAROHAR; (LEFT)
THE RETRO STYLE INTERIORS OF DISHOOM CAFÉ IN KINGS CROSS
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HOUSE SPECIALS

(FROM EXTREME LEFT) DISHOOM KING’S
CROSS SPECIAL, NALLI NIHARI WITH BRAIN, THE
TRADITIONAL KEEMA PER EEDU AND HOUSE
CHAI; (FACING PAGE) DISHOOM CAFE’S ELEGANT
VERANDAH AT SHOREDITCH; (BELOW LEFT) THE
DISHOOM CAFE LOGO; (BELOW) COCKTAILS AGED IN
CASKS ARE A DISHOOM SPECIALITY

around the world, says that a large part of
Dishoom’s success owes to its location. He
says: “The nice thing about Dishoom is
that it has opened in an area (the Covent
Garden café) that is almost utterly devoid
of decent Indian restaurants, so it is particularly welcome.” The Time Out London
Guide, meanwhile, gives it a thumbs-up by
calling it “a swish brasserie in Theatreland

offering Bombay café-style food at easy-tolove prices”.
Cut to King’s Cross at the newly opened
Dishoom KX Godown, where earlier
in the day, I had caught up with Shamil
Thakrar. The restaurant sprawls over
9,000-sq ft and can seat 250, with 30
alfresco covers and a large, trendy bar.
The café, on the banks of Regent’s Ca-

nal, is housed in a three-storey warehouse
dating back to 1850. At the entrance a
firmly socialist motto decrees: ‘Do Roti
Har Insaan ka Haq’ (Every human’s right
to two pieces of bread). “Ergo, the menu
is affordable. A bowl of kaali daal comes
for £4.90 and chai for £2.50 which is
topped up free of cost the entire time,”
says 43-year-old Shamil. Besides the chai,
customers can use free Wi-Fi or ‘chai-fi’.
An underlying theme marks Dishoom
KX Godown — it’s about an Irani opening
his humble stall at Victoria Station and
gradually expanding it into a godown.
The ambience adds up with rusty Godrej
cabinets, a cast metal Zoroastrian symbol
of Asho Farohar and an almost replica
of the station clock in Bombay Central.
There’s also a juice kiosk resembling the
‘AH Wheeler’ news-stand in Bombay
Central. Strains of old Hindi music waft
gently through the air.
The bar in the basement, called The
Permit Room, has the air of an early
20th-century Bombay bar. Its specialities
are drinks aged in casks and displayed in
small medicine-style bottles that come in
the Indian measures of chhota pegs and
burra pegs.
The twist in the tale is that the owners
are not Iranis. They’re British Gujaratis
who are additionally neophytes in the competitive world of hospitality. Shamil, armed
with a Harvard Business School degree,
used to be a management consultant with
Bain and Co. and his cousin, the 33-year-
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old Kavi, worked for the World Bank. But
they have impeccable business pedigree:
the Thakrars used to own Tilda, one of the
world’s largest rice brands, which they
recently sold in a multi-million dollar deal.
The experience with their first Covent
Garden café, with its 160 covers, was an
education of sorts for the cousins. They
figured out a way of luring bon vivant diners with specials in each café. The robust
food of the nawabs, nalli nihari, is rustled
up at Dishoom King’s Cross, a mean raan is
laid on the tables at Dishoom Shoreditch,
while haleem is served up at the Covent
Garden café.
With the aim of making locals feel at
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home, they have tweaked dishes, offering
a bacon naan roll as a spin-off on the
bacon sandwich and rustic raan bun
on lamb burgers.
From doing pop-up shacks by the
Thames to organising multicultural
festivals such as Eid, Holi and Diwali,
the Thakrars are pushing the envelope in
different ways.
Do voting mechanisms such as Yelp
help? While Hayler feel ratings like
Yelp are helpful but not always reliable,
Shamil’s response is as candid. He says:
“It’s unfair to compare us with celebrity
restaurants because we operate on a different level altogether.” P

